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PRIME IDEALS IN STRUCTURAL MATRIX NEAR-RINGS

ENOCH K. S. LEE

Abstract. This paper studies different types of prime ideals and their radicals in
structural matrix near-rings. Relationships between various types of prime ideals
of a near-ring and the corresponding structural matrix near-ring are given

1. Introduction

Matrix near-rings were first studied by Heatherly [5] and Ligh {6] in the context
of distributive and n-distributive near-rings. In 1986, Meldrum and van der Walt [9]
defined·a matrix near-ring over a near-ring as a subnear-ring of a transformation near
ring. Certain prime ideals and their associated radicals have been studied since then. (See
Booth and Groenewald [1] and Groenewald [4].) Furthermore, van der Walt and van Wyk
［可 initiated the study of structural martix near-rings (see also [12]). A structu.ral matrix
near-ring "Mn(B, R)", which depends virtually on the structure of the Boolean matrix
"B", is a subnear-ring of the matrix near-ring "Mn(R)". In this paper, we study several
types of prime ideals ap.d their radicals in structural matrix near-rings over a near-ring
with identity . We also provide a different way of describing the set (R叮j, L) : Rn(j, R)),
which was studied in (11], [12], and 冏. For basic properties concerning near-rings and
matrix near-rings, we refer to [3], [7], [9], and [10].

2. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, a near-ring will be a right zero-symmetric near-ring with
identity, while a subnear-ring will always be a subnear-ring with the identity. By an
ideal of a near-ring we will mean a two-sided ideal. R will be a generic symbol for a
near-ring (except where noted). Let n be a fixed natural number and let!! denote the set
{ 1, 2, ... , n}. Rn will denote the direct sum of n copies of (R, +), and elements of和 will
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be represented by 私v, etc., and considered as n-tuples, for instance, u = (u1, ···,Un).
If 五，vER呎 we define the product 荘 芍 = (u伊1, ..',Un四 ）； if also a E R, let 沄a=
(u1a, ···,Una). Denote then-tuple with 1 in the i-th component and O elsewhere by Ei.

Recall that M0(G) is the near-ring of all zero-preserving mappings of (G,+) into
itself for any group (G, +). The mappings lj and 7rj will denote the j-th coordinate
injection and projection, respectively. That is lj(u) = (0, · · ·, u, · · ·, 0) where u is in
the j-th position and 7rj(u1, ... , un) = Uj- For r E R, let fr E M0(R) be defined by
fr(s) = rs for all s E R. We define J0 : Rn -+ Rn where f0 =邙 7rj for i,j E Tl and
TE R.

Definition 2.1 [9] The subnear-ring of Mo(R叮 generated by the set {f0 Ir E
R;i,j E 幻 is called an n x n matrix near-ring over R, denoted by Mn(R), and each
element of Mn(R) is called a matrix.

An n x n matrix B = [bij] will be a generic symbol for a Boolean matrix of size n,
i.e., bij = 0 or 1 for i, j E Tl·We shall henceforth 邸sume the Boolean matrix B satisfies
the conditions: (1) 加= 1 for each i E r1; and (2) if 凡 = b_汴 ； = 1, then b呔 ： = l. Let
u, v E Rn. We wirte:

可 "'i 刃 if and only if ?Tj五= 1Tj刃 for all j such that bij = l.

Remark. If bij = 0, then 為 "'i O where O = (0, · · ·,0).

Definition 2.2. [11] Let Mn(B,R) = {X E Mn(R)j(Vi E 户訌 ER叮 （五 ～｀
v ::::::> ?TiXu = ?TiXv)}. We call Mn(B, R) then x n structural matrix near-ring over R
with respect to B.

Van der Walt and van Wyk [11] showed that Mn(B, R) is also the subnear-ring of
Mn(R) generated by the set {f[jlr E R and 妃 = 1}. In view of this result, we can
now introduce the concept of representations of structural matrices. Let 1En(B, R) be
the subset of words over the alphabet of symbols {f計 r ER and 凡 = l}U{(,),+},
recursively defined by the following rules:

(1) f[j E 瓦 (B, R) for all r ER and for i,j E 往 with bij = 1;
(2) if X and YE 瓦 (B,R), then X +YE 瓦 (B,R);
(3) if X and Y E 已(B, R), then (X)(Y) E 瓦 (B,R).

The length of an element X of瓦 (B, R) is defined as the number of J[j in X such that
妃= 1. (Note: there might be more than one expression for any matrices. The "length"
is defined on expressions of matrices, not on matrices.) The weight, w(A), of a matrix A
of Mn(B, R), is the length of an expression in 鷗(B, R) of minimal length representing
A. Observe that for any matrix A of Mn(B, R) with 1 < w(A), there exist matrices
C, D E Mn(B, R) of minimal length representing A. Observe that for any matrix A of
Mn(B, R) with 1 :s; w(C), w(D) < w(A) such that A= C +Dor CD.
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The following results will be useful throughout this paper.

Lemma 2.3.
(1) [Lemma 2.1, 1] If XE Mn(R), s ER and u E Rn, then X(us) = (Xu)s.
(2) [Propos山on 2.2, 11] Let X E Mn(B, R). For any u and v E垕扛 ,......iv, then
嶧 ,......i直

(3) [Lemma 2.3, 11] Let i, j En_. Then 凡= 1 if and only if J[j E Mn(B, R) for all
r ER.

Definition 2.4. Let .C~Mn(B, R) and j E 丑. Then:
(1) IJ3(R,j) = {(u1, ·.. ,un) E Rn比= 0 if bij = 0}.
(2) .C(j)[B] = {x ER I (:3X E .C)(:3u E IT3(R,j))(x = 1riXu)}.
If there is no ambiguity, we write II(R,j) and .C(j) for IJ3(R,j) and .C(j)[B], respec

tively.

Remark.
(1) If XE Mn(B, R) and i,j En_, then fi~X!Ji= J0 where x = 1riX為
(2) (Mn(B, R))(i) = R for i En_.

Suppose His a subset of R such that RH 戶 H. Then we say H is a left invariant
subset. Right invariant and two-sided invariant subsets can be defined in a similar
way.

Lemma 2.5.
(1) Let u= (u1,···,un) E IJ8(R,j). Then 五＝（立 ~I 為 ）`為 ·

(2) Let y be a right invariant subset of Mn(B, R) and j E 卫· 月 X E Y and
u E IJ3(R,j), then there is Y E Y such that X五= Ylj.

Proof. Since (u1,···,un) E IJ(R,j), if bij = 0 then Ui = 0. Therefore we have
part (1). Part (2) follows immediately from part (1) and the fact that Ej E IJ(R,j).

Proposition 2.6. Let£be a two-sided invariant subset of Mn(B, R) and
i E 旦. Then x E .C(i) if and only if 启 E .C. Moreover, if also bij = bji = 1, then
.C(i) = .Cu) .

Proof. Note that x E .C(i) if and only if x = 1riX訂or some XE .C and u E IJ(R, i)
By Lemma 2.5(2), there is a Y E .C such that X五 = Yli and so x = 1riYEi. Thus
启= fliYJi~E .C. Conversely, from the fact that Ei E IJ(R, i) and x =江萁，we have
if 启 E .C, then x E .C日·

Suppose also that bij = bji = 1. Since 兀 E .C if and only if ffi =呾闆 E .C, we
then have the desired result.

Proposition 2. 7. Let .C be an ideal of Mn(B, R). Then .C(i) is an ideal of
R for any i E n_.
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Proof. Suppose x, y E£(i) and r, s ER. We have/尸 ＝ 启 －启 is in£. Hence
x - y is in£(i)·Using a similar argument, we can show r + x - r, xr, s(x + r) - sr are
in£ci). Therefore£c i) is an ideal of R.

Observe that whenever£is an ideal of Mn(B, R), we have: £is a proper ideal if
and only if£(i) is a proper ideal for some i E 7!.

Proposition 2.8. I.力 E 丑 and XE Mn(B, R), then X(f13(R,j)) 呈止 (R,j).

Proof. In view of Lemma 2.5, we note that it suffices to show that 7riXEj = 0
whenever X E Mn(B, R) and bij = 0. But this follows immediately from the fact that
為 ,.....,i O whenever bii = 0. (See the remark after Definition 2.1.)

Definition 2.9. Let i E 11: and L 戶 R. Then:
(1) 11丛i,L) = {(u1,···,Un) E Rn屈 EL if妃= 1};
(2) L呵BJ= {X E Mn(B, R)IX(fI3(R, i)) 旦 U8(i, L)}.
If no confusion can occur, we write U(i, L) and£(i) for 11咔 ，L) and L呵BJ, re

spectively.

Remark.
(1) Let X E Mn(B, R) and L 戶 R. We haveX E訒 if and only if 7rjXu E L whenever

u E fI(R, i) and bii = l.
(2) 訒 =Mn(B, R) for any i E 7!.

Lemma 2.10. let L be a left ideal of Randi E 1!·Then U8(i,L)_ is an
Mn(B, R)-ideal of Rn. {Here we consider Rn as an Mn(B, R)-module.}

Proof. Obviously ll(i, L) is a normal subgroup of Rn. We prove X(五十v)-X节 is
in U(i, L) for 五 E U(i,L), v E Rn, XE Mn(B,R) by means of induction on the weights
of matrices. In fact, it suffices to show 1ri(X(恋十芍）--: Xv) E L for all j such that bii = l.
So assume 凡= 1. If w(X) = 1, then X = f嘉 with 如 = 1. We have:

。尹 訌(u 十芍）－瓦西 ）＝ ｛ 旳 #h,
r(uk十曰 - TVk if j = h.

If j = h, then 姒 ＝％扭 = 1 and hence Uk E L. Therefore we have 引 几 （五十

硐- !Ti西 ）E L. For purposes of induction, we assume X (u 十 v) - Xv is in U (i, L)
for X E Mn(B, R) with 1 ::; w(X) ::; m. Now if w(X) = m + 1, then there are
C,D E Mn(B,R) with 1::; w(C), w(D)::; m such that either X = C+D or CD. In the
first case we have X (五十v)-咋=C(u 十v) + (D(u 十v) - Dv) - Cv is in U(i, L). In
the second case we have X (u十芍）-X戸 C((D(五十芍）- Dv) + Dv) - cDv is in U (i, L).
By the principle of induction, we have that U(i, L) is an Mn(B, R)-ideal of Rn.

Observe that if we assume that Lis a left R-subgroup in the above lemma, then we
can show that X (Il咔 ，L)) 呈 Il的 ，L) for X E Mn(B, R).

Proposition 2.11.
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(1) If L is an ideal of R, then L(i) is an 國eal of Mn(B, R) for z E 苴
(2) If L is a left R-subgroup, then L(i) is a two-sided Mn(B, R)-subgroup Jo戶 E'!l

Proof. Proposition 2.8 and Lemma 2.10 give part (1). Use proposition 2.8 and the
observation after Lemma 2.10 to obtain part (2).

Lemma 2.12.
(1) Let L be a right invariant subset of R: Then 坏 E£(i) if and only if x E L.
(2) Let L be a proper two-sided R-subgroup and如= 1. Then ifh E£(i) if and
only if bik = 0 or bhi = 0.

Proof.
(1) Suppose 坏 E£(i). Since Ei E IT(R, i), we have !ii屆 E ll(i, L). In particular,

X = 1rdi节'i EL. Suppose now x EL, u = (u1,···,un) E IT(R,i), and 加 = 1.
Then:

尹 詳 =={ 0 if h i= i,
XUi if h == i.

So 1rhf評 E L. This yields f評 E 11 (i, L) and hence 兀 EL包
(2) Assume Jlh E L(i). For purposes of contradiction, suppose 如 = bhi = l. Thus JA,

f1·E Mn(B, R). This implies Jli = fAJlh几 EL昱 hence 1 E L from part (1).hi
So L is not proper. This proves the result one way. Conversely, assume 虯= 0 or
bhi == 0. Let 五 E I1(R,i) and b沅 = l. Then:

己訌={0 if m f= k,
黯 if m = k.

If m = k, then 姒 = 1. Thus from the assumption, we have bhi = 0. Since
荘 E TI(R, i), we have uh = 0. (See Definition 2.4.) Then ?Trnf訌=0 E L. This
yields f訌 E Il(i, L). Hence Jlh E訒

Proposition 2.13.
(1) Let L be a proper two-sided R-subgroup and k E Jl. Then we have:

(L(i)汩 = { R if如 = 0 or 朊= 0,
L if如 = bki = 1.

(2) Let£be a left invariant subset of Mn(B, R). Then£ 旦 (£(j))U) for j E Jl.

Proof.
(1) Note that£(i) and (L(i))(k) are two-sided R-subgroups. (See Propositions 2.11(2)

and 2.6.) Suppose 焯 = 0 or 虻 = 0. Lemma 2.12(2) gives ffk E£(i). From
Proposition 2.6, we have 1 E (L団(k). Therefore (£(i))(k) = R. Suppose now
如 = bki = 1. Proposition 2.6 implies (L日阮 = (£(i))(k)·Note x E (£(i))(i) if and
only if 坏 E£(i) if and only if x E L. Hence (£(i)汩 =L.

•
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(2) Observe that if u E fl(R,j) and A E£, then 7rjA五 E L(j). So if bji = 1 and X E£,
then f]i E Mn(B, R) and hence f]iX E£for X E£. This implies that whenever
五 E 11(R,j) we have 1riX五 = 7rjf}iX五 E£u). This yields Xu E 11 (j, £u)). Hence
XE (£U))(j)_

Lemma 2.14.
(1) Let U~V 戶 R. Then u(i) 旦 V(i) for i E 71.
(2) Let£~K 戶Mn(B, R). Then£(i) 呈瓦 for i E 71.
(3) Let r be a collection of subsets of R. Then (nuErU严=nuErU(i) for i E 71.
(4) Let O be a collection of two-sided invariant subsets of Mn(B, R). Then
(ncEn£)(i) = ncEUL(i) for i E 71. Furthermo元，if£, K E 0, then L(i)K(i) 旦 (£K)(i)
for i E 丑·

Proof. Parts (1), (2), and (3) follow immediately from definitions. We only show
part (4). Use Proposition 2.6 to obtain that x E (ncE江 ）(i) if and only if !ti E ncEn£
if and only if x E£(i) for£E 0. Thus we have (ncE託 ）(i) = ncEn£(i). Furthermore,
suppose£, K E 0. If x E£(i) and y E K(i), then !ii E£and 启 E K. Since 臣 ＝
启Ji~E£K, we have_ xy E (£K)(i).

Lemma 2.15. Let L and H be proper two-sided R-subgroups. Then 灼 ＝

HU) if and only if L = H and 妃= bji = 1.

Proof. Suppose L = H and 凡 = bji = 1. Observe that fl(R, i) = [l(R,j) and
lJ(i,L) = lJ(j,L) will suffice to show£(i) = HU). If u E fl(R,i) and bkj = 0, then
虻 = 0 and so 1r訂= 0. Thus 五 E fl(R,j) and hence [l(R,i)~[l(R,j). Similarly, we
have fl(R, j) 旦 [l(R, i). Therefore [l(R, i) = [l(R,j). If v E lJ(i, L) and bjk = 1, then
虯= 1 and so 1r訂 EL. Thus 芍 E lJ(j,L). This gives lJ(i,L) 呈 lJ(j, L). We then have
Il化 L) = lJ(j, L). This proves the result one way. Conversely, suppose£(i) = HU).
From Proposition 2.13, we have:

L= (L句屈 = (HU)加 ＝｛N if bij = 0 or bji = 0,
H if凡= bji = l.

This yields L = H an~ 妃= bji = 1.

3. Prime Ideals And Radicals

Recall that a proper ideal P of R is called
(1) a prime ideal if for any ideals U and V of R such that (UV 旦 P) => (U 旦 P) or

(V 旦 P).
(2) a 1-prime ideal if for any a, b E R such that (aRb 戶 P) => (a E P) or (b E P).
(3) an equiprime ideal if for any a E R\P, x and y ER such that (Vr ER, arx - ary E

P) => (x 一 y) E P. (See [l] and (2).)
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(4) a completely prime ideal if for any a, b E R such that (ab E P) =} (a E P) or
(b E P).
We write P v(R) and Specv(R) for the intersection and the collection of all proper

prime, 1-prime, equiprime, or completely prime ideals of R according to whether 11 =
0, 1, e, or 2.

Theorem 3.1. Let P be a prime (resp. 1-prime, equiprime) ideal of R. Then
p(i) is a prime (resp. 1-prime, equiprime) ideal of Mn(B, R) for i En_.

Proof. Let P be a prime ideal of R and U, V ideals of Mn (B, R) such that
UV 戶 P包 We want to show U 戶严 or V 戶 P园 Use Proposition 2.13 and Lemma
2.14 to obtain the following sequentially: (UV)(i)~(P(i))(i), U(i)V日 戶 P,U日 戶 P
or V仞 ~P, and U 旦严 or V~P包 Thus we are done. Now suppose P is a 1-
prime ideal of R and X, Y E Mn(B, R) such that X, Y ff. P昱 We want to show
XMn(B,R)Y l P臼 From definitions, there are 五，芍 E IJ(R, i) and h, k E 互 with
如 ＝如 = 1 such that a = 7rhX五 ff. P and b = 7rkYv ff. P. Therefore there exists
r E R such that arb (/. P. Since 7rh((X五）rb) = (7rhXu)rb = arb ff. P, we have (Xu)rb ff.
U(i,P). Furthermore, (Xu)rb = X(urb) by Lemma 2.3 (1), so X(而b) (/. U(i, P)
Observe that 面rb = (u1r, · · ·,unr)(7rkYv) = (I:7=1 J;{)Yv where 五 = (u1, · · · 涇n).
Since X(I:7=1 J;{)Y芍= X(而b) f/. ll(i,P), we have XMn(B,R)Y l p(i)_ Hence p(i)
is 1-prime. The proof of the equiprime case is similar to that of the 1-prime case. (See
also [Proposition 2.2, l}.)

Theorem 3.2. Let Q be a 1-prime (resp. equiprime, completely prime) ideal
of Mn(B,R). Then Q(i) is a 1-prime (resp. equiprime, completely prime) ideal
of R for i En_.

Proof. We will prove the 1-prime case. Suppose Q is a 1-prime ideal of Mn(B, R).
Let a and b E R such that aRb~Q(i). Then !1严 E Q for all r E R. Now if X E
Mn(B, R) and x = 7riX€i then 坏Xffi = f1严 E Q. This implies 坏 E Q or 玲 E Q
Hence a E Q(i) orb E Q(i)·Similarly, we can prove the equiprime and completely prime
cases.

Lemma 3.3. Let Q be an ideal of Mn(B, R) and A E Mn(B, R). Then the
fallowing are equivalent:
(1) A E (Q(i))叭
(2) If 五 E IJ(R, i) and 如 = 1, then 7rhA五 E Q(i);
(3) If 五 E IJ(R, i) and 如 = 1, then f~" E Q where ah = 7rhA豆 ．

Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows directly from Definitions 2.4 and 2.9.
The equivalence of (2) and (3) is obtained by using Proposition 2.6

Theorem 3.4. Let Q be a 1-prime ideal of Mn(B,R). Then there exists a
k En. such that (Q(k)严 =Q. Hence nf=1(Q(i)严= Q.
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Proof. We have shown that Q~(Q(i)严 for any i E 71. Now suppose X ff. Q.
Since (Jf1 +· · ·+ f~n)X = X rt Q, there exists k E 旦 such that f1kX rt Q. Furthermore
from the fact that Q is 1-prime, we can find TE Mn(B, R) such that J1kXTf1kX rt Q.
This implies f1kXTJ1k rt Q. Note that fkk = f1kXTffk rt Q where t = 1rkXT°Ek.
Apply the preceding lemma to obtain XT ff. (Q(k))(k)_ So X rt (Q(k))(k)_ This yields
(Q(k))(k) = Q Th. e last part 1s now an immediate consequence.

Observe that in the above proposition if also妞＝朊= 1, then (Q(j)户 = Q. (See
Proposition 2.6 and Lemma 2.15.) Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.4 lead to our next results:

Theorem 3.5.
(1) Spec。(Mn(B,R)) 2 {P団PE Spec。(R) for i E釷
(2) Specv(Mn(B, R)) = {P(i)IP E SpecjR) for i E 11} for v = 1, e.

Theorem 3.6. Pv(Mn(B, R)) = n~1 (P 11(R))(i) for v = 1 ore.
To end this section, we study the cardinalities of Spec11(Mn(B, R)) for v = 0, 1, e.

But first we iet !WI be the cardinal of W for any set W.

Definition 3. 7 Let~be a relation on 71 (with respect to B) defined via:

i~j if and only if bij = bji = 1.

Obviously, ~is an equivalence relation on n.. For convenience, denote by f3 the
number of the equivalence c區ses induced by~on 丑. For instance, if B is an upper
triangular matrix, then i~j if and only if i = j. Hence j3 = n.

Theorem 3.8.
(1) jSpec。(Mn(B,R))丨2:: !Spec。(R)I . /3
(2) 1Specv(Mn(B, R))I = !Specv(R)I·/3 for 11 = 1 ore

Proof. See Lemma 2.15 and Theorem 3.5.

4. Concluding Remarks

In [11], van der Walt and van Wyk defined the set R叮j, L) to be:
伊 ER汩 = 0 if虯= 1 and 妃=0, and uk E L if蚯＝朊= 1},

where L 戶 R and j E 21 (see also [12] and [13]). They investigated the set (R叮j,L) :
汩j,R)) and proved that:

l2(Mn(B, R)) = n_7=1 (R吖j, l2(R)) : R吖j, R)).

We show that (Rn(j, L) : Rn(j, R)) coincides with£(i). This implies that we obtain a de
scription of, for example, P1 (Mn(B, R)) analogous to the description of h(Mn(B, R))
mentioned above. Without loss of generality, assume O E L, otherwise both (R吖j,L):
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fR吖j, R)) and£U) are empty. We need the following observations, the proo s are 1mme-
diate from definitions:
(1) Rn(j, L) 旦 Il(j, L);
(2) IJ(R, j)~Rn(j, R);
(3) R吁j, L) = Rn(j, R) n IIU, L).
Use (1) and (2) to obtain (R叮j,L): R吁j, R)) 旦 (Il(j,L): II(R,j)) = LU).

Assume X E LU). To complete the proof, we need to show that X(R吖j, R)) 戶
Rn(j, L). However, from part (3) and the fact that R吁j, R) is an Mn(B, R)-ideal of
Rn (Corollary 3.6, 11], it suffices to show X(R吖j,R))~Il(j,L). This is equivalent to
showing that 7rkXu EL whenever 五E 芘 (j, R) and 妞 = 1. Assume 五= (u1, · · ·,un) E
Rn(j, R) and 屈 = 1. Furthermore if we could find an element v of II(R, j) such that
u "'k 万， then Lemma 2.3 (2) yields X五 "'k 汩 and so 7rkX五 = 7rkXv E L. (Since
XE缸 and v E Il(R,j), we have X石 E ll(j, L).)

Let V = (V1 , · · ·, Vn) E Rn such that Vm = Um if bmj = b严 = 1, and Vm = 0
otherwise. Thus 芍 is an element of Il(R,j). Suppose bkm = l. We then have b严 =1
(since 蚯 = 1). Therefore there are two possible cases: bmj = l or bmj = 0. If bmj = l,
then Vm = Um. If bmj = 0, then Vm = 0 and Um = 0 (since bjm = l and bmj = O). This
implies u "'k 芍. We are done.

Veldsman [14] used an example (of a finite near-ring R) given by Meldrum and
Meyer [8] to show that P0(Mn(R)) could be strictly contained in (Po(R))*. (Note that
Mn(R) = Mn(B, R) where B = [bij] with 凡 = 1 and (Po(R))* = (P。(R))(k) for any
k E 幻 It would be interesting to determine the prime radical and all prime ideals of
any matrix near-ring (or structural matrix near-ring).

The author thanks the referee for many helpful comments.
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